
Sentence Fluency 
Patterns 10 & 10a 

 
Pattern #10 - Emphatic Appositive at End, after a Colon 
 
 S     V        word :    appositives (2nd naming) 
            with or without modifiers 
 
Explanation – Often it is an idea, not a word, that you wish to repeat.  Withholding the repetition until 
the end builds the sentence to a climax and provides a pattern for a forceful, emphatic appositive that 
concludes the sentence and practically shouts for the reader’s attention.  In this pattern, the colon – 
because it is forceful and usually comes before a rather long appositive – emphasizes this climax.  
Remember that the colon marks a full stop and therefore must come only after a complete statement; it 
tells the reader that important words or an explanation will follow. 
  
When to use this pattern – When you believe the repeated word deserves greater stress, you can 
make it into an appositive and signal its importance with a colon.   
 
Note -  Contrast this pattern with pattern #3.  In pattern 3 a complete sentence follows the colon.  Here, 
a single word or words (or words and modifiers).  Note the differences in the structures and appropriate 
use of these patterns. 
 
Examples:  

Atop the back of the lobster is a collection of trash: tiny starfish, moss, crabs, and pieces of 
kelp. 
 
Airport thieves have a common target: unwary travelers. 
 
Discover some member’s of Spain’s unique wildlife that will amaze and inspire you: the 
elusive Spanish wolf, the graceful Flamingo, the majestic Imperial Eagle, the amazing Spanish 
Lynx. 

 
 
Pattern #10a – A Variation: Appositive (single, pair, or series) After A Dash 
 
  S     V     word –      the appositive 
            (echoed idea or 2nd naming) 
 
Explanation – For variation, for a less formal construction, you may choose a dash instead of a colon 
before a short, emphatic appositive at the end of a sentence.  Notice that in both of these patterns (10 & 
10a), the second naming is climactic or emphatic.  The difference is only in punctuation: a dash almost 
always precedes a short, climactic appositive whereas a colon generally precedes a longer appositive 
(contrast #9 with #10a). 
 
 Note the difference in tone   

Adjusting to a new job requires one quality, humor. 
  Adjusting to a new job requires one quality above all others – a sense of humor. 
  Adjusting to a new situation requires one quality: humor. 
  Adjusting to a new job requires one quality: the ability to laugh at oneself. 



Examples: 
 Many traditional philosophies echo the ideas of one man – Plato. 
 

The Greeks defeat by Alexander could have been averted if they had listened to their most 
astute statesman – Demosthenes, the brilliant advisor of the Athenians. 
 
Gothic cathedrals usually have at least one rose window – a composition in the round with 
panels like petals. 
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